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Abstract: Ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression is one of the most
basic statistical techniques for data analysis. In the main stream literature and
the statistical education, the study of linear regression is typically restricted to
the case where the covariates are fixed, errors are mean zero Gaussians with
variance independent of the (fixed) covariates. Even though OLS has been
studied under misspecification from as early as the 1960’s, the implications
have not yet caught up with the main stream literature and applied sciences.
The present article is an attempt at a unified viewpoint that makes the various
implications of misspecification stand out.
1. Introduction and Motivation
The aim of this article is to provide what we call an “upside down analysis” for
linear regression. While traditional linear regression analysis starts with assump-
tions such as fixed covariates as well as linearity and Gaussian errors, upside down
analysis starts with a given estimator – OLS in this case – and finds the most
general conditions under which the estimator “works” in the sense that it has a
well-defined target and permits inference. In our upside down analysis, essentially
all we need is a form of law of large numbers (LLN) and a central limit theorem
(CLT) for second moments of the response and the covariates. Such LLNs and
CLTs are satisfied in numerous situations, including strong mixing random vari-
ables, martingales, Markov chains, time series processes, . . . (see, e.g., chapters 3
and 5 of White (2001)). LLNs and CLTs can accommodate non-identical distribu-
tions of random vectors, a fact that turns out to be a particularly useful feature
of the proposed analysis: It allows a treatment of fixed and random covariates in
a unified way by thinking of fixed values of covariates as degenerate point mass
distributions.
It should be mentioned here that most of the results presented in this article
are known in the literature but are scattered. A unified treatment as given in
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this article appears to be non-existent. Somewhat close in spirit but executing a
traditional “upside up” analysis is by White (1980) who studies linear regression
under the assumption of independence allowing for non-identical distributions.
Our analysis sidesteps his assumption of absent correlation between covariates and
errors. Gallant and White (1988) and White (2001) extend the analysis of White
(1980) to certain dependence structures but remain traditional in that they define
targets of estimation in terms of asymptotic limits for a fixed number of covariates,
whereas we define sample size-dependent targets and allow the number of covariates
to grow.
An essential difference of our “upside down” approach to these traditional treat-
ments is that the latter assume the existence of a single target such that certain
conditions are satisfied. For example, the traditional linear model assumes there
exists a β0 such that Yi “ XJi β0` εi and εi „ Np0, σ2q iid, or, as in White (1980),
ErXiεis “ 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , n. In contrast, we make no such assumptions; rather,
we construct sequences of targets for the OLS procedure that are intrinsic to OLS
without postulating a single target that is extraneous to the procedure. This is cru-
cially possible by postulating LLNs and CLTs for the components of the normal
equations (estimating equations).
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the con-
cept of “target of estimation” and provides the minimal assumptions under which
the least squares estimator “works”. Even though the definition of target can be
done under very minimal assumptions, it is hard to proceed further to inference.
For this reason, we add an assumption of independence of observations to proceed.
In Section 3, the problem is studied under the only assumption of fixed covariates
and none of the other classical assumptions as mentioned above. In Section 4, the
problem is studied under the assumption that the observations are independent
and identically distributed random vectors. After a preliminary understanding of
the problem in both fixed and random covariates, a unified framework is developed
for the problem in Section 5 along with a normal approximation. To do inference
(or more specifically construct confidence intervals), a “good” variance estimator
is needed. Section 6 provides theory about “asymptotic” variance estimation and
also bootstrap based variance estimation. Section 7 considers the problem of test-
ing hypotheses about the target of estimation. In Section 8, we summarize the
discussion of the unified framework by providing a deterministic inequality for the
least squares linear regression estimator which reassures that only CLT and LLN
are required for linear regression estimator to work. We end this article with some
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concluding remarks in Section 9. A “non-technical” discussion of (semiparametric)
efficiency of estimators is included in appendix A.
In what follows the random variables and their realized values are both denoted
by capital letters such as X and Y . For any vector v P Rq, let vpjq denote the
j-th coordinate of v for 1 ď j ď q. For any real-valued function fp¨q, argminx fpxq
denotes the set of all (global) minimizers of fp¨q and the statement
x˚ :“ argmin
x
fpxq,
should be understood as stating x˚ is any element of the set of all minimizers of
fp¨q. Throughout this article, the symbol C is used to denote a universal constant
that can be different in different contexts. For matrices A,B, A ĺ B is used mean
that B ´ A is a positive semi-definite matrix.
2. Target of Estimation
Suppose pXJi , YiqJ P Rp ˆ R, 1 ď i ď n are random vectors obtained from n
cases under study. A linear regression is performed on this data and assuming
invertibility of the matrix involved, the estimator of the “slope” βˆn is given by
βˆn “
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiYi
¸
.
It is readily seen that βˆn is a function of two averages: one is a matrix average and
the other is a vector average. For notational convenience, let
Σˆn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i P Rp ˆ Rp; and Γˆn :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiYi P Rp.
In the classical linear regression theory one includes the linearity assumption Yi “
XJi β0 ` εi with E rεi|Xis “ 0. Under this assumption, it is easy to see that
E
”
βˆn|X1, . . . , Xn
ı
“ β0 ñ E
”
βˆn
ı
“ β0.
Observe that independence of the observations is not required in this calculation.
Since βˆn is unbiased for β0, the estimator βˆn can be thought of as estimating β0. The
main question of this article is “what is βˆn estimating if the linearity assumption
is not true?”.
As mentioned βˆn is a function of two averages Σˆn and Γˆn. If there exist a (non-
random) matrix Σn and a (non-random) vector Γn such that as nÑ8
Σˆn ´ Σn “ opp1q and Γˆn ´ Γn “ opp1q, (1)
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then it is not unreasonable to expect that βˆn is getting close to
βn :“ Σ´1n Γn (assuming invertibility of Σnq,
in the sense that βˆn´βn “ opp1q. Indeed, this can be easily formalized by Slutsky’s
theorem. There are many cases where assumption (1) holds true and some of these
are listed below.
• If, for all 1 ď i ‰ j ď n and 1 ď l, m ď p, the random vectors satisfy
VarpXiplqXipmqq ă 8 and VarpXiplqYiq ă 8;
Cov pXiplqXipmq, XjplqXjpmqq ď 0 and Cov pXiplqYi, XjplqYjq ď 0, (2)
and p is fixed (not changing with n) then the random vectors satisfy assump-
tion (1) with
Σn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“
XiX
J
i
‰
and Γn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rXiYis .
[A special case in (2) is when the observations are independent of each other.
See Shao (2000) for a generalization of this condition.] The proof follows by
proving that Σˆn ´ Σn and Γˆn ´ Γn converge coordinate-wise in probability
to zero. Since p is fixed and does not change with n, it follows that they
also converge to zero in any norm. The coordinate-wise convergence in prob-
ability can be shown by directly calculating the variance and proving that
it converges to zero. See Theorem 2.2.1 of Durrett (2010). Assumption (2)
essentially declares that the observations are “negatively associated”.
• If the random vectors pXJi , YiqJ are independent of each other and satisfy
max
1ďiďn
E
”
|XiplqXipmq|1`δ
ı
ă 8 for all 1 ď l, m ď p,
with p fixed, then the random vectors satisfy assumption (1) with Σn “ ErΣˆns
and Γn “ ErΓˆns. The proof follows by using Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.9
of White (2001). The point of this example is that, under the independence
assumption, boundedness of the fourth moment of Xiplq is not required; it
can be reduced to p1` δq-th moment of X2i plq.
Based on these calculations, we define the target of estimation as follows.
Definition 2.1. If the random vectors are distributed in such a way that βˆn satisfies
}βˆn ´ βn}2 “ opp1q as nÑ8,
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for some vector βn, then we say βˆn is estimating βn and the vector βn is called the
target of estimation.
Remark 2.1. In classical mathematical statistics, one has a target of inference
(or a parameter of interest) in mind and the goal is to estimate that parameter.
In contrast, we start here with the estimator and analyze what it is estimating
– which is then assigned as target of estimation. This process is what we call an
“upside down analysis”. This approach is also similar in spirit to the thinking
in machine learning where the method of computation is introduced first rather
than a model. A treatment similar to the one above can be found in Chapter 3
of Po¨tscher and Prucha (1997).
Remark 2.2. The target of estimation βn is allowed to depend on n, p and so can
change when n (or p) is increased. Because of this feature, βn might sometimes be
referred to as a “moving target”. Just from the definition above, βn is not unique
in that one can always add a small constant (converging to zero) and that vector
can still be called the target of estimation. In all the cases to be dealt with, the
choice of the target of estimation will be clear and taking any of the equivalent
ones does not change the story. Also, it is not required that tβnu as a sequence of
non-random vectors converges to some (non-random) vector.
Remark 2.3. The choice of the Euclidean norm in the Definition (2.1) is only for
concreteness and can replaced by any other norm depending on the context. The
choice of norm only matters in so far as consistency in the sense of Definition 2.1
can be proven for some norms and not for others. This may be an issue when one
allows p to grow at certain rates as a function of n.
The example settings and the calculations above have shown that the target of
estimation is well-defined for linear regression in many cases. There is, however,
nothing special about linear regression and the target of estimation can be easily
derived for a large class of estimators (possibly inspired by a very different distri-
butional model for the response). Note that the least squares estimator can also
be defined as
βˆ “ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pYi ´XJi θq2.
The target of estimation in our example setting can be written as
βn “ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“pYi ´XJi θq2‰ .
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What is noteworthy in this representation is that the empirical objective function
(based on the observations) got replaced by its expected value (or more gener-
ally the limit of the empirical objective). This is a pattern that holds in general
problems. To elaborate, suppose Zi P Rq, 1 ď i ď n are random vectors obtained
from n cases under study and the estimator θˆn obtained by solving the minimiza-
tion problem
θˆn :“ argmin
θPRk
1
n
nÿ
i“1
ρpZi, θq,
is considered for some (loss) function ρ : RqˆRk Ñ R. Then under mild conditions
it can be proved that the target of estimation for θˆn is θn given by the minimization
problem
θn :“ argmin
θPRk
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rρpZi, θqs .
This kind of optimization is called anM-estimation problem. We refer to Yuan and Jennrich
(1998) and van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) for details on M-estimators. For the
rest of this article, we continue with linear regression since it has a simple estimator
that is known in closed form and hence many properties are easier to analyze. It
should, however, be understood that most of the techniques here do generalize to
arbitrary M-estimation problems.
Even though the target of estimation can be derived under minimal assumptions,
it is not possible to derive asymptotic normality or in particular the asymptotic
variance without introducing specific dependence structure on the observations.
In Section 8, we present a deterministic inequality that can be used to prove
asymptotic normality in general contexts and in the remaining part of the paper
for simplicity, we focus only on the case of independent observations. In the two
sections to follow the problem of linear regression is considered under two settings:
1. independent random vectors with fixed covariates; and
2. independent and identically distributed random vectors.
We provide only a preliminary analysis, and a more complete study is considered
in the unified framework of Section 5 which includes both these settings as special
cases. One of the main ingredients in this analysis is the multidimensional Berry-
Esseen bound from Bentkus (2004).
Theorem 2.1 (Berry-Esseen Bound; Theorem 1.1 of Bentkus (2004)). Suppose
W1, . . . ,Wn are independent mean zero random vectors in R
d. Then there exists a
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universal constant C ą 0 such that
sup
APCd
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇP
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Wi P A
¸
´ P pN p0,Υnq P Aq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C d1{4n1{2
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
”∥
∥Υ´1{2n Wk
∥
∥
3
2
ı¸
,
where Cd denotes the set of all convex subsets of R
d and Υn :“
řn
i“1Var pWiq {n.
3. Linear Regression with Fixed Covariates
In this section, we consider the problem of linear regression under the assumption
that the covariates are fixed (non-random) constants. As mentioned before, this
is one of the classical assumptions related to linear and generalized linear models.
For simplicity, let the observations be denoted by pxJi , YiqJ P Rp ˆ R, 1 ď i ď n.
The covariates are written in lower case to emphasize that they are fixed. And we
assume the Yi’s are independent random variables. The least squares estimator is
given by
βˆn :“ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
 
Yi ´ xJi θ
(2 “ ˜ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
xix
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
xiYi
¸
.
The target of estimation is then given by
βn :“ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“pYi ´ xJi θq2‰ “
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
xix
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
xiE rYis
¸
, (3)
where the expectation is taken with respect to the measure of Yi. For simplicity
let
µi :“ E rYis and Σn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
xix
J
i . (4)
Note that because of fixed covariates we have Σˆn “ Σn for all n. It follows that
?
npβˆn ´ βnq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Σ´1n xi rYi ´ µis (5)
“ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Σ´1n xi
“
Yi ´ xJi βn
‰
. (6)
The first equation (5) is specific to the fixed covariate setting, while the second
equation (6) is valid irrespective of whether xi’s are fixed or random. It is also
important to note that the summands in (5) are mean zero while the ones in (6) are
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not. This follows from the population normal equations obtained by differentiating
the objective function (3) defining the target βn:
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“
xi
`
Yi ´ xJi βn
˘‰ “ 0.
(Without any further assumptions, there is no reason for the individual summand
expectations to be zero.)
Since the covariates are fixed, it is clear that
?
npβˆn ´ βnq is a scaled average of
independent random vectors and the expectation of the average is zero. Therefore,
by the multidimensional Berry-Esseen bound (Theorem 2.1), we obtain
sup
APCp
ˇˇˇ
P
´?
npβˆn ´ βnq P A
¯
´ P pZ P Aq
ˇˇˇ
ď C p
1{4
n1{2
γn,
where Cp is the set of all convex subsets of R
p, Z is a Gaussian random vector with
mean zero, and the variance Ψn given by
Ψn :“ nVarpβˆn ´ βnq “ Σ´1n KnΣ´1n , Kn :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
xix
J
i VarpYiq.
Here, γn is defined as
γn “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“|Yi ´ µi|3‰ ∥∥Ψ´1n Σ´1n xi∥∥32 “ 1n
nÿ
i“1
E
“|Yi ´ µi|3‰∥∥ΣnK´1n xi∥∥32 .
Under certain (rate) assumptions on p (that guarantee p1{4γn “ opn1{2q), this
implies that ?
npβˆn ´ βnq L« N
`
0,Σ´1n KnΣ
´1
n
˘
.
We used the notation
L« to denote approximation in law (or distribution). To
summarize, all we need to assume for this asymptotic convergence result is the
finiteness of the third central moment of Yi and non-singularity of some matrices.
By comparison, classical linear regression analysis based on fixed covariates and
homoscedastic Gaussian errors requires the assumption of linearity of the mean
response in order to be valid. In particular, Σ´1n {n defined in (4) is not the variance
of βˆn. Since this wrong variance is reported in lm() function of R, one should be
careful in interpreting the results.
In order to do inference using the estimator βˆn, one should be able to estimate
the asymptotic variance Ψn. Note that the Σn factors of Ψn are known and need
not be estimated. All we need to estimate is Kn, the variance of
ř
xiYi{
?
n. In
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general, the summands xiYi are non-identically distributed, even if Yi’s are identi-
cally distributed. Since we do not know their true expectations, it is impossible to
estimate the variance Kn. (See Section 6 for details, and Liu and Singh (1995) for
a related problem.) It is, however, possible to construct a conservative estimator
of Kn. This construction will be described in Section 5 (see Fahrmeir (1990, page
492), and also Bachoc et al. (2016) for an alternative proposal).
Remark 3.1. The comment about impossibility of estimation of “asymptotic”
variance should be understood carefully. The impossibility mentioned here is in the
general context of fixed covariates with no more model assumptions than indepen-
dence of observations. In fact, if it is additionally assumed that VarpYiq “ σ2pxiq
for some continuous function σp¨q, then the matrix Kn can be estimated consis-
tently by non-parametrically estimating the function σp¨q (see, e.g., Abadie et al.
(2014)).
4. Linear Regression with Random Covariates
Suppose we have n subjects producing observations pXJi , YiqJ P RpˆR, 1 ď i ď n
and we apply linear regression on this data. In this section, we assume that these
observations are random vectors that are not only independent but also identically
distributed. Let pXJ, Y qJ be a generic random vector that is identically distributed
with the observations. The least squares estimator is still given by
βˆn :“ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
 
Yi ´XJi θ
(2 “ ˜1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiYi
¸
. (7)
In this case, the target of estimation becomes
βn :“ argmin
θPRp
E
” 
Y ´XJθ(2ı “ `E “XXJ‰˘´1 pE rXY sq . (8)
Note that the target βn does not overtly depend on n because of identical distri-
bution of the random vectors. We still index the target by n to have a consistent
notation. Furthermore, in theory that follows the dimension p of βn may be allowed
to depend on n, which introduces an indirect dependence of βn on n. For this rea-
son all further population quantities will also be indexed by n. From definitions
(7) and (8), we have
?
n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
XipYi ´XJi βnq.
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In this case of iid random vectors it follows that the terms XipYi ´ XJi βnq are
independent and identically distributed random vectors with mean zero. Therefore,
by the multidimensional Berry-Esseen bound (Theorem 2.1), it follows that
sup
APCp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇP
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
“
Yi ´XJi βn
‰ P A¸´ P pNp0, Knq P Aq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C p1{4n1{2αn,
where
Kn :“ E
“
XXJpY ´XJβnq2
‰
and αn :“ E
”∥
∥K´1{2n XipYi ´XJi βnq
∥
∥
3
2
ı
.
Therefore, under certain rate constraints on p (that guarantees p1{4αn “ opn1{2q),?
n Σˆnpβˆn´βnq is approximately normally distributed with mean zero and variance
matrix Kn. Since the random vectors are assumed to be iid, under finite fourth
moment assumptions on the covariates, it follows that
∥
∥
∥Σˆn ´ Σn
∥
∥
∥
op
“ opp1q, where Σn :“ E
“
XXJ
‰
.
See Vershynin (2012) for more details related to the exact rate of this convergence
when p{n “ op1q. Also, see Section 4 of Kuchibhotla et al. (2018) for general results
under exponential tail assumption on the observations. Thus, by Slutsky’s theorem
it follows that ?
npβˆn ´ βnq L« N
`
0,Σ´1n KnΣ
´1
n
˘
,
where we used the notation
L« for approximation in law (or distribution) as in the
previous section. Again, for inference about βn using the estimator βˆn, one needs
to estimate Σn and Kn. The matrix Σn can be estimated readily by Σˆn, but, to
estimate Kn, recall that one needs the variance of
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
XipYi ´XJi βnq.
Because this is just a scaled average of n independent identically distributed ran-
dom vectors with mean zero, Kn can be consistently estimated by
Kˆn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i pYi ´XJi βˆnq2.
To show that Kˆn is consistent for Kn, one can use the fact that βˆn is consistent for
βn (see Section 6 for more details). Thus, a consistent estimator of the asymptotic
variance of
?
npβˆn ´ βnq is given by˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i pYi ´XJi βˆnq2
¸˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1
. (9)
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This is often referred to as the sandwich estimator of the asymptotic variance
(see Section 5 for more details). It is noteworthy that consistent estimation of the
“asymptotic” variance of βˆn is possible under iid random vectors and is not possible
under fixed covariates without further assumptions.
5. Unified Framework for Linear Regression
Before proceeding to unify both the settings of fixed and random covariates, let us
recall the main similarities and differences in the analysis presented in the previous
sections. First the similarities:
1. In the both cases, the least squares estimator βˆn has an “asymptotic” normal
distribution with mean βn, the “moving target” of estimation, and “moving”
variance
1
n
Σ´1n KnΣ
´1
n , where Kn :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Var
`
XipYi ´XJi βnq
˘
.
Note that the target of estimation βn is different in the fixed and random
covariate cases.
2. The “asymptotic” normality result does not require any more assumptions
than independence of observations and certain moment restrictions such as
invertibility of the second moment matrix of covariates and finite fourth
moments of covariates. In particular, the classical assumptions of linearity
and homoscedastic Gaussian errors are not required.
Now the differences:
1. The score vectors XipYi ´ XJi βnq are independent in both settings but are
mean zero only in the random covariate setting.
2. The “asymptotic” variance can be consistently estimated only in the random
covariate setting and is impossible to estimate in the fixed covariate setting
without further assumptions.
From this discussion it is clear that the similarities hold because of the inde-
pendence assumption and the differences arise from the additional assumption of
identical distributions. The differences do not derive from the stochastic proper-
ties of the covariates. To provide a unified analysis of linear regression that covers
both settings, we propose a framework where the random vectors pXJi , YiqJ are
independent but are allowed to be non-identically distributed.
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Formally, the observations pXJi , YiqJ P Rp`1, 1 ď i ď n are independent with
possibly non-identical distributions. This framework is much more general than
either of the two settings – fixed or random covariates. It allows for some random
and some fixed covariates as well. The least squares linear regression estimator is
still given by
βˆn “ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
`
Yi ´XJi θ
˘2
. (10)
The target of estimation in this framework can be defined as
βn :“ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
”`
Yi ´XJi θ
˘2ı
. (11)
Recall the following notations:
Σˆn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i P Rpˆp, and Γˆn :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiYi P Rp,
Σn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“
XiX
J
i
‰ P Rpˆp, and Γn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rXiYis P Rp.
(12)
Using these matrices and vectors, the estimator and the target defined in (10) and
(11) can be rewritten as
βˆn “ argmin
θPRp
θJΣˆnθ ´ θJΓˆn, and βn “ argmin
θPRp
θJΣnθ ´ θJΓn.
Since these two objective functions are convex quadratic functions, the minimizers
can be obtained as zeros of the derivative, proving that the estimator βˆn satisfies
Σˆnβˆn ´ Γˆn “ 0, (13)
and the target βn satisfies
Σnβn ´ Γn “ 0. (14)
Adding and subtracting βn from βˆn in Equation (13) implies
Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq “ Γˆn ´ Σˆnβn, (15)
where the right hand side has zero expectation because of (14). Expanding the
terms shows that
?
n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘ “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Si,
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where Si denotes the score given by
Si :“ XipYi ´XJi βnq ´ E
“
XipYi ´XJi βnq
‰
. (16)
By the multivariate Berry-Esseen bound (Theorem 2.1), it follows that
sup
APCp
ˇˇˇ
P
´?
nΣˆnpβˆn ´ βnq P A
¯
´ P pNp0, Knq P Aq
ˇˇˇ
ď C p
1{4
n1{2
αn, (17)
where
αn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
”∥
∥K´1{2n Si
∥
∥
3
2
ı
, and Kn “ Var
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Si
¸
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“
SiS
J
i
‰
.
This Berry-Esseen bound proves that
?
n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq L« N p0, Knq .
And since
∥
∥
∥Σˆn ´ Σn
∥
∥
∥
op
“ opp1q as nÑ8, it follows that
?
npβˆn ´ βnq L« N
`
0,Σ´1n KnΣ
´1
n
˘
.
Formally, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. If p is fixed (not depending on n), E
“
‖Xi‖
6
2
` Y 6i
‰ ď B ă 8 for
all i ě 1, and Kn is invertible, then
?
nK´1{2n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq LÑ N p0, Ipq .
Here Ip denotes the identity matrix of dimension p.
This completes the “asymptotic” study of linear regression estimator βˆn in the
unified framework. We write “asymptotic” because the normal approximations are
actually non-asymptotic.
Remark 5.1. (designation of covariates and response) It should be clear from
the discussion throughout that singling out a response variable Yi is arbitrary in
principle and context-dependent in practice. It is up to the analyst to decide which
variables should be treated as covariates/regressors and which is to be treated as
the response.
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6. Variance Estimation and Bootstrap in Unified Framework
6.1. Sandwich Variance Estimation
The “moving asymptotic” variance of
?
npβˆn ´ βnq, as shown in Theorem 5.1, is
given by Σ´1n KnΣ
´1
n . The Σn-part can be readily estimated by Σˆn and the only
part still in need of estimation is Kn. Recall that
Kn “ Var
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘¸
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
”
XiX
J
i
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘2ı
´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
`
E
“
Xi
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘‰˘ `
E
“
Xi
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘‰˘J
.
So,Kn is the variance of a scaled average of non-identically distributed independent
random vectors. We prove in Lemma 6.1 that such a variance cannot be estimated
consistently without further assumptions. Accepting this for the moment, note that
Kn ĺ K
˚
n , where K
˚
n :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
”
XiX
J
i
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘2ı
,
and the matrix K˚n can be consistently estimated by
Kˇn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
´
Yi ´XJi βˆn
¯
2
.
Hence a conservative estimator of Kn does exist and one such is given by Kˇn. (The
notation ˇ¨ is used instead of ˆ¨ to emphasize that this is a conservative estimator
and not a consistent one.) This provides a conservative estimator of the asymptotic
variance as˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i pYi ´XJi βˆnq2
¸˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1
. (18)
This is the same as the sandwich estimator (9) introduced for linear regression
with iid random vectors. However, it is important to realize that in the setting
of iid random observations this is a consistent estimator, whereas in the unified
framework it is only a conservative estimator.
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In the following we prove consistency of Kˇn for K
˚
n . For this, define an interme-
diate (unattainable) estimator
K¯n :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
`
Yi ´XJi βn
˘2
.
This is an average of independent random matrices that is unbiased for K˚n . Hence,
under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, by the results of Vershynin (2012),
∥
∥K¯n ´K˚n
∥
∥
op
“ opp1q.
It now suffices to show that Kˇn ´ K¯n converges to zero in terms of the operator
norm in probability. Observe that
Kˇn ´ K¯n “ 2
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
”
XJi βˆn ´XJi βn
ı
` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
”
XJi βˆn ´XJi βn
ı2
.
Taking operator norm on both sides, we get
∥
∥Kˇn ´ K¯n
∥
∥
op
ď 2
n
nÿ
i“1
‖Xi‖
2
2
ˇˇ
Yi ´XJi βn
ˇˇ ˇˇˇ
XJi pβˆn ´ βnq
ˇˇˇ
` 1
n
nÿ
i“1
‖Xi‖
2
2
ˇˇˇ
XJi pβˆn ´ βnq
ˇˇˇ
2
ď
¨˝
1` 2
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
‖Xi‖
2
2
ˇˇ
Yi ´XJi βn
ˇˇ
2
¸1{2‚˛˜ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
‖Xi‖
2
2
ˇˇˇ
XJi pβˆn ´ βnq
ˇˇˇ
2
¸
.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, the first term above is Opp1q and the
second term is converging to zero. Therefore, Kˇn ´K˚n converges in probability to
zero in terms of the operator norm.
Remark 6.1. (Best Conservative Estimator) We have exhibited one conservative
estimator for the “moving asymptotic” variance of βˆn, but many other conservative
estimators exist, an example being the (delete-one) jackknife; see Long and Ervin
(2000) for more details. It would be interesting to study the question of what
comes closest to the true “asymptotic” variance, but we do not know of an answer
at present. An interesting feature of the conservative estimator (18) is that it is
consistent in the case of iid observations, but the jackknife estimator is known to
be (asymptotically) conservative.
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The following lemma proves that there does not exist a consistent estimator
for the variance of an average of non-identically distributed independent random
vectors. The lemma is stated for real-valued random variables which implies the
result for random vectors by taking one-dimensional projections. See Proposition
3.5 of Bachoc et al. (2016) for a related result.
Lemma 6.1. SupposeW1, . . . ,Wn are independent random variables with E rWis “
µi and VarpWiq “ σ2i . Then there does not exist a consistent estimator for η2n, where
η2n :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
σ2i .
Proof. We need to prove that there does not exist a sequence of measurable func-
tions tfnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnqu such that as nÑ8,
fnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnq ´ η2n PÑ 0,
for arbitrary tpµi, σ2i q : 1 ď i ď nu. Assuming that such a sequence exists, we
obtain from consistency in the special case σ2i “ 0 for i ě 1 that
fnpµ1, µ2, . . . , µnq PÑ 0, as nÑ 8, (19)
for any fixed sequence pµiqiě1. Now, fix ε ą 0 and define the sequence of (measur-
able) sets
An “ t|fnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnq| ď εu.
Using (19), we have that for any sequence pwiqiě1 as nÑ8
P
`
An
ˇˇ
W1 “ w1, . . . ,Wn “ wn
˘ “ 1t|fnpw1, w2, . . . , wnq| ď εu Ñ 1.
Thus by bounded convergence theorem, PpAnq Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8. This implies that
as nÑ8,
fnpW1,W2, . . . ,Wnq PÑ 0,
irrespective of what the true η2n is. This contradicts the existence of a sequence
consistent for η2n.
Remark 6.2. The proof also implies that there is no other option than to over-
estimate the variance, if at all possible.
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6.2. From Sandwich to Bootstrap Estimators
The sandwich estimator presented in (18) is a direct or closed-form estimator
of standard error (squared). It would be of interest to understand how various
versions of bootstrap work for the purpose of variance estimation or distributional
approximation. In what follows we consider two different bootstrap approaches
in the unified framework. These are different from the residual bootstrap and the
nonparametric pairs bootstrap considered in the literature on linear regression. See
Freedman (1981) and Buja et al. (2014) for more details. There are two reasons
for this different approach we take. Firstly, the residual bootstrap isn’t applicable
because it assumes linearity and iid errors. Secondly, the pairs or x-y bootstrap can
lead to singular linear systems in simulations. The bootstrap approaches provided
here are applicable in the unified framework and bypass the problem of singular
linear systems. We call this bootstrap methodology the “score bootstrap” since it
is based on resampling scores. This idea was introduced and studied under classical
model assumptions in Hu and Kalbfleisch (2000).
6.3. Multiplier Score Bootstrap
LetW1,W2, . . . ,Wn be independent random variables that are in turn independent
of pXi, Yiq and satisfy
E rWis “ 0, E
“
W 2i
‰ “ 1, and E “|Wi|3‰ ă 8.
These variables need not be identically distributed but there is no special reason
for them to be non-identically distributed except for allowing generality. Recall
that
?
n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
XipYi ´XJi βnq.
Define the estimated score vectors
Sˆi “ XipYi ´XJi βˆnq,
and observe that
řn
i“1 Sˆi “ 0, which is just the normal equations satisfied by βˆn.
Set
Tn :“ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Si and T
˚
n :“
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
WiSˆi, (20)
where Si are the true scores defined in (16). Conditional on Zn :“ tpXi, Yiq, 1 ď
i ď nu, T ˚n is approximately normally distributed with mean zero and variance Kˇn
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and more precisely,
sup
APCp
ˇˇ
P
`
T ˚n P A
ˇˇ
Zn
˘´ P `Np0, Kˇnq P AˇˇZn˘ˇˇ ď C p1{4
n1{2
1
n
nÿ
i“1
∥
∥
∥Kˇ´1{2n Sˆi
∥
∥
∥
3
2
E
“|Wi|3‰ ,
(21)
Note that if Wi „ Np0, 1q, then the distributional approximation error in (21)
is exactly zero; this property makes the Gaussian choice for weights attractive in
practice for finite sample performance. In this case, the multiplier bootstrap is
called the Gaussian multiplier bootstrap in Chernozhukov et al. (2013).
As shown before
∥
∥Kˇn ´K˚n
∥
∥
op
“ opp1q, and so, as nÑ8,
sup
APCp
ˇˇ
P
`
Np0, Kˇnq P A
ˇˇ
Zn
˘´ P pNp0, K˚nq P Aqˇˇ ď p1{2 ∥∥pK˚nq´1 Kˇn ´ Ip∥∥1{2op
“ opp1q.
(22)
See Chapter 2, Example 2.3 of DasGupta (2008) for the inequality above. Recall
the Berry-Esseen bound for linear regression from (17) as
sup
APCp
ˇˇˇ
P
´?
n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq P A
¯
´ P pNp0, Knq P Aq
ˇˇˇ
ď C p
1{4
n1{2
αn. (23)
To show that the multiplier score bootstrap works, we need Anderson’s Lemma.
Lemma 6.2 (Corollary 3, Anderson (1955)). If ξ „ Np0,Σq and A is any centrally
symmetric convex set (that is, x P A implies ´x P A and A convex), then
P pξ ` y P Aq ď P pξ P Aq for all y.
By Anderson’s Lemma, for any centrally convex set A,
P pNp0, K˚nq P Aq ď P pNp0, Knq P Aq ,
and using bounds (21), (22) and (23), we get
P pTn P Aq “ P
´?
nΣˆnpβˆn ´ βnq P A
¯
“ P pNp0, Knq P Aq ` op1q
ě P pNp0, K˚nq P Aq ` op1q
“ P `T ˚n P AˇˇZn˘` opp1q,
(24)
for all centrally symmetric convex sets in Rp. Recall the definitions of Tn and T
˚
n
from (20). For further use rewrite inequalities (24) as
inf
APC¯p
ˆż
A
dPTn ´
ż
A
dPT˚n |Zn
˙
ě opp1q. (25)
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Here PTn and PT˚n |Zn represent the probability measure of Tn and that of T
˚
n con-
ditional on Zn, respectively. The opp1q on the right hand side is with respect to
the distribution of Zn.
These inequalities can be used for an asymptotic justification of the simulation-
based multiplier bootstrap: Suppose we generate Bn draws pW ˚b1 , . . . ,W ˚bn q (b “
1, . . . , Bn), calculate the associated bootstrap statistics T
˚b
n , and construct the
bootstrap empirical measure defined by
µˆnpAq “ 1
Bn
Bnÿ
b“1
1tT ˚bn P Au, for any Borel set A Ď Rp.
The measure µˆnp¨q is random due to randomness in Zn and in pW ˚b1 , ...,W ˚bn q. Note
that T ˚bn are iid random vectors conditional on Zn. For any Borel set A we have
E
“
µˆnpAq
ˇˇ
Zn
‰ “ P `T ˚n P AˇˇZn˘ .
Hence for various classes of sets C‹ Ď Cp, conditional on Zn, as Bn Ñ8, we have
sup
APC‹
ˇˇˇˇ
µˆnpAq ´
ż
A
dP
T˚n
ˇˇ
Zn
ˇˇˇˇ
“ opp1q, (26)
where opp1q on the right hand side is with respect to the distribution of bootstrap
samples. The class C‹ of sets that satisfy (26) are called Glivenko-Cantelli (GC)
classes. The classes of all rectangles and ellipsoids have been shown to be GC
classes. See Elker et al. (1979), Devroye (1982, Page 75) and Pollard (1984, Chapter
II) for more precise results.
Combining results (25) and (26), we obtain
inf
APC‹
˜ż
A
dPTn ´
1
Bn
Bnÿ
b“1
1tT ˚n P Au
¸
ě opp1q, (27)
where opp1q refers to both the randomness of the data Zn and the randomness of
the bootstrap samples. Suppose now we construct a set Rˆnpαq P C‹ for α P r0, 1s
such that
1
Bn
Bnÿ
b“1
1tT ˚n P Rˆnpαqu “ 1´ α.
Then from inequality (27), it follows that as nÑ 8,
inf
αPr0,1s
ˆż
Rˆnpαq
dPTn ´ p1´ αq
˙
ě opp1q,
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where the opp1q is exactly the one from (27). Since Rˆnpαq is random, the integral
on the left hand side is a random quantity. Recall that Tn “
?
n Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq
and so, the above inequality implies that the confidence region Rˆnpαq provides
an asymptotically conservative confidence region for βn. Note here that α can be
chosen based on the data and validity still holds.
It is clear from this analysis that the multiplier score bootstrap ends up providing
inference based on the same conservative variance estimator as the direct sandwich
estimator constructed before. We observe that the main decision was to apply the
bootstrap at the level of scores as opposed to the original data (and OLS applied
to them). The resampling bootstrap at the level of scores would allow a similar
analysis as given above for the multiplier bootstrap, and this will be outlined in
the following subsection.
6.4. Resampling Score Bootstrap
We consider briefly the m-of-n resampling bootstrap applied to the score vectors.
The associated resampling bootstrap statistic is
T ‹m :“
1?
m
mÿ
j“1
SˆIj ,
where Ij , 1 ď j ď m represents an sample ofm iid uniform random variables drawn
from t1, 2, . . . , nu (i.e., sampling with replacement). Applying the multidimensional
Berry-Esseen bound conditional on the data Zn, we obtain
sup
APCp
ˇˇ
P
`
T ‹m P A
ˇˇ
Zn
˘´ P `Np0, Kˇnq P A˘ˇˇ ď C p1{4
m1{2
1
n
nÿ
i“1
∥
∥
∥Kˇ´1{2n Sˆi
∥
∥
∥
3
2
. (28)
Now, retracing the steps of the previous subsection, we conclude that the resam-
pling score bootstrap also produces asymptotically conservative inference based on
the same conservative variance estimator as the sandwich.
Note that for fixed p one requires a large resampling size m for the normal
approximation to be good. If m does not grow as fast as n, then the bound in (28)
dominates the error in the coverage of the bootstrap confidence region.
7. Hypothesis Testing in the Unified Framework
In the previous sections, we considered inference based on confidence regions. In
this section we consider inference based on hypothesis testing. Consider now the
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test of the hypothesis
H0 : βnpjq “ βn,0 versus H1 : βnpjq ‰ βn,0,
for a fixed j P t1, 2, . . . , pu and some fixed βn,0 P R. If βn,0 “ 0, then this is the
problem of establishing statistical significance of the (linear) effect as measured by
the coefficient βnpjq of the j-th covariate on the response Y . The only estimator
for βn we considered was βˆn, and so a reasonable test can be based on βˆnpjq. Recall
that
Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
XipYi ´XJi βnq,
where the right hand side has mean zero with summands possibly of non-zero mean.
Since Σˆn is a consistent estimator for Σn in the sense that }Σˆn ´ Σn}op “ opp1q as
nÑ8,
?
npβˆn ´ βnq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
“
Σ´1n Xi
‰ pYi ´XJi βnq ` opp1q. (29)
The right hand side, by the multivariate Berry-Esseen bound, has an approximate
normal distribution with mean zero and variance matrix
AVn :“ Σ´1n
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Var
`
XipYi ´XJi βnq
˘¸
Σ´1n .
This asymptotic normal approximation implies that for any fixed 1 ď j ď p,
?
n
´
βˆpjq ´ βnpjq
¯
a
AVnpj, jq
LÑ Np0, 1q.
Here the notation
LÑ is used to denote convergence in law (or distribution). As
proved in previous sections, there does not exist a consistent estimator for AVn (in
this general framework) but there exists a (asymptotically) conservative estimator
given by |AVn :“ Σˆ´1n
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i pYi ´XJi βˆnq2
¸
Σˆ´1n .
This is consistent for
AV˚n :“ Σ´1n
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“
XiX
J
i pYi ´XJi βnq2
‰¸
Σ´1n .
Thus, by Slutsky’s theorem,
?
npβˆnpjq ´ βnpjqqb|AVnpj, jq
L« N
ˆ
0,
AVnpj, jq
AV˚npj, jq
˙
.
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Here the variance of the normal distribution on the right is at most 1. Since this
ratio cannot be estimated consistently, one solution is to conservatively use Np0, 1q
instead. To perform the test replace βnpjq by βn,0 and use this normal distribution.
So, the test is based on the statistic
tj :“
?
npβˆnpjq ´ βn,0qb|AVnpj, jq .
In the classical linear regression model, the denominator for the same hypothe-
sis testing problem is given by the classical estimator of the variance obtained
under the assumption of correct specification. The test statistic tj has then a
t-distribution. That denominator is not valid in the unified framework which per-
mits misspecification. The present statistic tj hence cannot be assumed to have a
t-distribution. Note that the test based on tj leads to a conservative test, mean-
ing the type-I error, in this general framework, would be strictly smaller than α
(asymptotically). One subtle point here is that this conservativeness does not arise
from AV˚n but from the use of Np0, 1q instead of the correct but unattainable nor-
mal distribution. Because t-distributions have heavier tails than Np0, 1q, their use
would result in additional conservativeness. Such could be considered desirable by
those who wish to account for estimated degrees of freedom.
Suppose now we want to simultaneously test over all 1 ď j ď p instead of just
one of them, that is,
H0 : βn “ βn,0 versus H1 : βn ‰ βn,0
for some vector βn,0 P Rp. This testing problem is usually addressed by an F -test,
but an intuitive alternative can be based on the “max-|t|” statistic defined by
Tn,p :“ max
1ďjďp
|tj | “ max
1ďjďp
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ?npβˆnpjq ´ β0pjqqb|AVnpj, jq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ .
The name “max-|t|” derives from classical linear regression theory, but in the cur-
rent context of a unified framework this is strictly speaking a misnomer.
We end this section with one last point: Even though all the above tests are
asymptotically conservative, they may not be conservative for inference in finite
samples because of asymptotic approximation error.
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8. Deterministic Inequality for Linear Regression
In the previous sections, the observations are assumed to be independent and
based on multivariate Berry-Esseen bounds we proved asymptotic normality of
the estimator. In this section, we show, in a more direct way, that as long as a
version of central limit theorem exists the linear regression estimator works.
Recall from (12), the definitions of Σˆn,Σn, Γˆn and Γn. The least squares estimator
βˆn and βn are given by
βˆn “ Σˆ´1n Γˆn, and βn “ Σ´1n Γn.
Note that these definitions do not require any structure on the dependence or the
distributions of the random vectors. Define
Λn :“ λminpΣnq, and DΣ2n :“ }Σˆn ´ Σn}op.
Under this setting, the following deterministic inequality holds. This result is im-
plicitly present in the calculations of previous sections and appeared in Kuchibhotla et al.
(2018) in a general context of post-selection inference and uniform-in-model results
for OLS linear regression.
Theorem 8.1. If DΣ
2n ď Λn{2, then the estimator βˆn satisfies
1
2
}Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq}2 ď }βˆn ´ βn}2 ď 2}Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq}2, (30)
and
∥
∥
∥βˆn ´ βn ´ Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq
∥
∥
∥
2
ď 2D
Σ
2n}Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq}2
Λn
. (31)
Proof. From the definition of βˆn, it follows that
Σˆnβˆn “ Γˆn.
So subtracting Σˆnβn from both sides, we get
Σˆnpβˆn ´ βnq “ Γˆn ´ Σˆnβn.
Now writing Σˆn “ Σn ´ pΣn ´ Σˆnq on the left hand side, we get
Σnpβˆn ´ βnq “ Γˆn ´ Σˆnβn `
´
Σn ´ Σˆn
¯
pβˆn ´ βnq.
Therefore, by multiplying by Σ´1n we obtain
βˆn ´ βn ´ Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq “ Σ´1n
´
Σn ´ Σˆn
¯
pβˆn ´ βnq
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Taking ‖¨‖
2
-norm on both sides implies that
∥
∥
∥βˆn ´ βn ´ Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq
∥
∥
∥
2
ď }Σˆn ´ Σn}op
λminpΣnq }βˆn ´ βn}2.
(32)
Hence,ˆ
1´ D
Σ
2n
Λn
˙
}βˆn ´ βn}2 ď
∥
∥
∥Σ´1n
´
Γˆn ´ Σˆnβn
¯∥
∥
∥
2
ď
ˆ
1` D
Σ
2n
Λn
˙
}βˆn ´ βn}2.
Therefore, if DΣ
2n ď Λn{2, then
1
2
∥
∥
∥Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq
∥
∥
∥
2
ď }βˆn ´ βn}2 ď 2
∥
∥
∥Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq
∥
∥
∥
2
,
which proves (30). Substituting this inequality in (32), we get
∥
∥
∥βˆn ´ βn ´ Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq
∥
∥
∥
2
ď 2D
Σ
2n}Σ´1n pΓˆn ´ Σˆnβnq}2
Λn
,
which proves (31).
Remark 8.1. Theorem 8.1 is a deterministic inequality. Inequality (30) implies
a necessary and sufficient condition for βn to be the target of estimation for βˆn.
Note that Σ´1n pΓˆn´Σˆnβnq is an average of random vectors the expectation of which
is zero by definition of βn. As long as this average converges to zero (a version of
LLN) in ‖¨‖
2
-norm, βn is the target of estimation for βˆn. Additionally if this average
(after proper scaling) converges in distribution (a version of CLT), then βˆn ´ βn
(after the same scaling) converges to the same distribution. Since these are based
on deterministic inequalities, a combination of LLN and CLT completes the upside
down analysis of the βˆn.
9. Conclusions on Assumptions for Linear Regression
What we find from the (essentially finite-sample) analysis in previous sections is
that we do not need any of the usual model assumptions including linearity, normal-
ity and homoscedasticity. Only under independence assumptions on observations
(along with some moment assumptions), we have asymptotic normality of the LSE
around its corresponding target (properly scaled), and˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
´
Yi ´XJi βˆn
¯2¸˜1
n
nÿ
i“1
XiX
J
i
¸´1
,
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is an asymptotically valid estimator of the asymptotic variance of
?
npβˆn ´ βnq.
This should be understood in the sense that when observations are identically
distributed this estimator is consistent, and when observations are non-identically
distributed this estimator is asymptotically conservative (no consistent estimator
exists in this case). The conservativeness in the broader context of generalized
linear models was discussed in Fahrmeir (1990, page 492).
In passing let us now make a comment on the assumption of independence
of observations. When discussing and defining the target of estimation, it was
shown that even the independence of observations is not needed. To make the
rates and the asymptotic distribution concrete, the assumption of independence
was introduced. Recollecting the technical tools that went into the derivation of
Theorem 5.1, it can be seen that the linear representation (15) (that holds without
any assumptions on the random vectors) and the multivariate Berry-Esseen bound
(Theorem 2.1) for mean zero independent random vectors are used. So, as long as a
version of a Berry-Esseen bound or a multivariate central limit theorem exists, the
assumption of independence can be replaced by a “weak” dependence assumption.
See Ho¨rmann (2009) for Berry-Esseen bounds for averages of mean zero random
vectors under various dependence settings based on an approximation with m-
dependent sequences. Also, see Chapter 10 of Po¨tscher and Prucha (1997).
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Appendix A: Semiparametric Efficiency
The discussion in this article was restricted to the discussion of the “asymptotic”
properties of the estimator that the data analyst started with and was not related
to how well one can estimate the target of estimation. As mentioned before, the tra-
ditional mathematical statistics was designed under correctly specified parametric
models and the goal is to efficiently estimate the true parameter that determines
the distribution. From the point of view of previous sections, this question in the
current form does not make sense; the analyst wants to use the (least squares
linear regression) estimator he/she chose irrespective of what the true model is.
Alternatively, one might ask “having chosen an estimator that leads a particular
target of estimation, is there an efficient way to estimate the target of estimation?”.
For example, in case the analyst has chosen to use least squares linear regression
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estimator, the target of estimation becomes
βn “ argmin
θPRp
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E
“pYi ´XJi θq2‰ .
What is an efficient estimator of βn? is βˆn an efficient estimator for βn? what does
efficiency mean here? This question naturally leads to the area of semiparametric
inference and the answer exists at least in the case of iid random vectors since
Levit (1976). See example 5 on page 725 of Levit (1976). In this appendix, we
provide a heuristic argument for how should an efficient estimator look like for
the case of independent observations (without identical distributions assumption).
See Bolthausen et al. (2002, Lectures 1-4, pages 336–382) and McNeney (1998)
for ways to formalizing the result. The setting for semiparametric inference is as
follows: suppose Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn are n independent random vectors with Zi „ Pi for
some probability distribution Pi and the target of estimation is ψpPbnq for some
functional ψ defined on a class of distributions Pn (chosen also by the analyst).
Here
Pbn “
nâ
i“1
Pi,
represents the joint distribution of pZ1, Z2, . . . , Znq and Pn contains distributions
of this type where each Pi varies over some set of probability distributions. Some
example might clarify the problem:
1. Suppose Z1, . . . , Zn are n independent real-valued random variables and we
want to estimate
ψpPbnq :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rZis “
ż ˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
zi
¸
dP1pz1q . . . dPnpznq.
Here Pn can be taken to be the set of all joint distributions of Z1, . . . , Zn such
that the marginal variances are all uniformly bounded. One can consider the
same functional with random vectors too.
2. Suppose Zi P Rq, 1 ď i ď n are independent random vectors and ρ : Rq ˆRk
is some “loss” function. The functional to be estimated is
ψpPbnq :“ argmin
θPRk
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rρpZi, θqs .
Here too the class of joint distributions Pn can be taken to be completely non-
parametric as in the previous example except for some moment restrictions
to let the functional well-defined. Note that unlike the previous example, it
may not be possible to explicitly write the functional in terms of Pbn.
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These are called semiparametric problems since the class of all distributions is
mostly nonparametric (unrestricted) and the functional of interest is Euclidean
(or parametric) in nature.
The basic idea of semiparametric efficiency is as stated by Newey (1990, Section
2) and Bolthausen et al. (2002, Section 1.2):
The semiparametric problem is at least as hard as any of the parametric problems
that it encompasses.
To understand this idea, briefly consider the simpler case of identical distributions
so that Pn is a subset of the class of all joint distributions with the restriction of
identical marginal distributions. Let the true distribution of observations be
nâ
i“1
P.
As a thought experiment, think of Pn as constituted by joint distributions of the
form
P
g,bn
t :“
nâ
i“1
P
pgq
t , (33)
for t P R and g varying over some class of functions, G with P pgqt“0 “ P for any g P G.
So, the nature can be thought of as picking a function g P G and then producing
observations from P g,bnt . If the function g is known to the statistician, he/she could
perform maximum likelihood estimation on the parametric (sub-)model:
Ppgqn :“
#
nâ
i“1
P
pgq
t : t P R
+
,
to obtain tˆ, an estimator of t and then estimate the functional ψ by
ψˆpgqn :“ ψ
`
P
g,bn
tˆ
˘
. (34)
Under certain regularity conditions, this estimator would achieve the “smallest”
variance asymptotically, if g were known to the statistician. However, g and G
are both unknown. Hence, the statistician cannot perform better than the largest
variance of ψˆ
pgq
n over g P G. The parametric sub-model that leads to this largest
variance is called the least favorable sub-model. To use this idea, one would usu-
ally take parametric sub-models of the form (33) that are contained in Pn and
take the largest efficient variance over g P G as the best possible variance in the
semiparametric setting.
To see this idea in action, note first that the variance of ψˆ
pgq
n (in (34)) asymptoti-
cally should be given by the Cramer-Rao lower bound, under regularity conditions.
We recall the Cramer-Rao lower bound here with proof for completeness.
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Lemma A.1 (Cramer-Rao Lower Bound). If hpXq is an unbiased estimator of
ψpP q P R for P P tPθ : θ P Θu absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure for some open subset Θ Ď Rk, then under conditions allowing interchange
of derivative and integral
VarPθ0 phpXqq ě
rψ1pPθ0qs2
E
”
9ℓ2θ0pXq
ı .
Here
ψ1pPθ0q “
dψpPθq
dθ
ˇˇ
θ“θ0
and 9ℓθ0pxq “
d
dθ
log dPθpxq
ˇˇ
θ“θ0
.
The function 9ℓθ0pxq is called the likelihood score.
Proof. From the hypothesis of unbiasedness, we obtainż
hpxqdPθpxq “ ψpPθq for all θ P Θ.
Now differentiating with respect to θ, it follows thatż
hpxq 9ℓθ0pxqdPθ0pxq “ ψ1pPθ0q.
Equivalently, this can be written as
CovPθ0
´
hpXq, 9ℓθ0pXq
¯
“ ψ1pPθ0q.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
VarPθ0 phpXqq ě
rψ1pPθ0qs2
E
”
9ℓ2θ0pXq
ı ,
proving the result.
Now getting back to the semiparametric problem with independent but possibly
non-identically distributed observations, consider the parametric sub-model,
dP
pg1,...,gnq
t pz1, . . . , znq :“
nź
i“1
cpt, giqKptgipziqqdPipziq, t P R,
where gip¨q, 1 ď i ď n represent any set of n functions satisfying
ş
gipzqdPipzq “ 0
and
ş
g2i pzqdPipzq ă 8. Here the function Kp¨q is given by
Kpuq “ 2p1` expp´2uqq´1,
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and cpt, giq is a positive normalizing constant. Since
cpt, giq
ż
KptgipzqqdPipzq “ 1 for all t P R,
it follows that cp0, giq “ 1. See example 1.12 on page 346 of Bolthausen et al.
(2002). Differentiating with respect to t and taking t “ 0 proves
c1p0, giq “ d
dt
cpt, giq
ˇˇ
t“0
“ 0.
Therefore, the “likelihood score” term is given by
d
dt
log
dP
pg1,...,gnq
t pz1, . . . , znq
dPbnpz1, . . . , znq
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
“
nÿ
i“1
gipziq,
and
nÿ
i“1
ż
gipziqdPipziq “ 0.
By independence of observations,
E
»–˜ nÿ
i“1
gipZiq
¸2fifl “ nÿ
i“1
E
“
g2i pZiq
‰
. (35)
To find the semiparametric lower bound, all we need to find is the “derivative” of
the functional. For our purposes, all the functionals we work with are of the form
given in example 2 above, that is
ψ
`
Pbn
˘
:“ argmin
θPRk
1
n
nÿ
i“1
E rρpZi, θqs .
We deal with the case k “ 1 and the general case follows by taking linear combi-
nations of the functional. Assume that ρp¨, ¨q is twice differentiable with respect to
the second argument and let
Ψpz, θq :“ d
dθ
ρpz, θq and 9Ψpz, θq :“ d
dθ
Ψpz, θq.
Using this differentiability, it follows that for all Pbn,
nÿ
i“1
ż
Ψ
`
zi, ψ
`
Pbn
˘˘
dPipziq “ 0.
Taking Pbn to be P
pg1,...,gnq
t , we get for all t P R,
nÿ
i“1
cpt, giqΨ
´
zi, ψ
´
P
pg1,...,gnq
t
¯¯
KptgipziqqdPipziq “ 0.
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Differentiating with respect to t and taking t “ 0, it follows that
d
dt
ψ
´
P
pg1,...,gnq
t
¯
“
˜
nÿ
i“1
E
”
9Ψ
`
Zi, ψ
`
Pbn
˘˘ı¸´1
E
«
nÿ
i“1
ΨpZi, ψ
`
Pbn
˘qgipZiqff
“ E
«
nÿ
i“1
ψ˜PipZiqgipZiq
ff
. (36)
Here
ψ˜Pipziq :“
˜
nÿ
i“1
E
”
9Ψ
`
Zi, ψ
`
Pbn
˘˘ı¸´1  
Ψpzi, ψ
`
Pbn
˘q ´ E “ΨpZi, ψ `Pbn˘q‰( ,
and the properties cp0, giq “ 1, c1p0, giq “ 0, Kp0q “ 1, K 1p0q “ 1 are used. The
function ψ˜Pip¨q is called the “efficient influence function” for the iid case. Substitut-
ing (35) and (36) in the Cramer-Rao lower bound (Lemma A.1) and maximizing
with respect to all gi, 1 ď i ď n with finite second moment implies
sup
pgiq1ďiďn:
EpgipZiqq“0,Epg2i pZiqqă8
˜
nÿ
i“1
E
“
g2i pZiq
‰¸´1˜ nÿ
i“1
E
”
ψ˜PipZiqgipZiq
ı¸2
“ E
«
nÿ
i“1
ψ˜2PipZiq
ff
.
This maximum is attained for gipziq “ ψ˜Pipziq. By a semiparametric extension of
regular estimator, this implies that any regular efficient estimator Tn must have
an asymptotic linear representation given by
?
n
`
Tn ´ ψ
`
Pbn
˘˘ “ ?n nÿ
i“1
ψ˜PipZiq ` opp1q.
Note that Erψ˜PipZiqs “ 0 and Varpψ˜PipZiqq ă 8. By an application of Lindeberg-
Feller theorem, it follows that Tn under suitable normalization has an asymptotic
normal distribution under the Lindeberg condition.
A.1. Application to Linear Regression
For the case of linear regression, Zi “ pXi, Yiq and ρpz, θq “ py´ xJθq2. Therefore,
Ψpz, θq “ ´xpy ´ xJθq and 9Ψpz, θq “ ´xxJ.
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Hence, any efficient regular estimator Tn of the target of estimator βn must have
an asymptotic linear representation given by
?
n pTn ´ βnq “
?
n
nÿ
i“1
˜
nÿ
i“1
E
“
XiX
J
i
‰¸´1  
XipYi ´XJi βnq ´ E
“
XipYi ´XJi βnq
‰(
` opp1q
“ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Σ´1n
 
XipYi ´XJi βnq ´ E
“
XipYi ´XJi βnq
‰(` opp1q
“ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Σ´1n XipYi ´XJi βnq ` opp1q.
Realize from Equation (29) that the least squares linear regression estimator βˆn
satisfies the linear representation and so the least squares estimator is a semipara-
metrically efficient estimator of βn. Similar calculations holds for M-estimators
obtained from generalized linear models.
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